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Discover Lund digitally! Whether you are planning a trip to Lund, or if you are already
here, these apps, audio guides, and podcasts will help you get the most out of your visit.
All are free to download and use.
MEDIEVAL LUND

– a historical walk through Lund
This app brings the history of medieval Lund to life and gives you the
opportunity to discover 20 places of importance in Lund during the Middle Ages. Through
the illustrations, maps,films and pictures, you
also get to know Queen Margaret of Denmark,
Harald Bluetooth, and King Eric II of
Denmark.
APP
•through GPS technology you can see
your position on the contemporary as
well as on the medieval map

Swedish
English
Danish
French
German

BE HERE THEN

- a pocket-sized time machine
A digital city tour through Lund –
then and now. Through the app you
get to explore what the city looked like from the
middle of the 19th century to the 1970s, and how
the city has transformed through the decades.
The app contains around 80 historical pictures of
different sights of Lund, and the whole
APP
Swedish
tour takes a couple of hours to finish.
Download the app and go explore Lund,
past and present!

Danish
English
French
Spanish

Battle of Lund–- one of the most
important battles of the Swedish
Era of Great Power
The app, which contains animations
of the battlefield, films, more than 50 pictures,
and in-depth texts about relevant places, the
battle itself, and society in the 17th century,
brings the battle to life. Watch films where the
kings of Sweden and Denmark tell you about
their thoughts on the battle, meet the individual
soldier, the poor farmer´s wife, and many more.
With GPS technology you may find your
own position on the map while viewing
important places as well as the animations of the battle.

APP
Swedish
English
Danish

GUIDED TOUR
IN THE LUND
CATHEDRAL
– learn all about Lund Cathedral
Through the app you get a guided tour
of one of Lund’s most famous and wellvisited sights. The app contains detailed
descriptions about the objects, colourful still images, and interactive
‘360’ panoramic images, as
APP
well as interesting videos.

Swedish
English
German

LIVETS MUSEUM

– how the body works
Join us on an exciting
journey where we,
with the help of new technology
and historical objects, learn more
about the human body – the growing,
healing, aging, historical, fascinating,
living body!
Tip: bring the app to the
museum and discover even
more objects!

APP
Swedish
English

WELCOME TO LUND

Lund is a charming city that combines
ancient with modern. Enjoy the museums, shops, cafés, hiking trails, and other
interesting sights that the city and the
surroundings have to offer.
At visitlund.se, you find more information, maps, and brochures to download.
You can also get more information and
tips by following us on Facebook and
Instagram. Welcome to explore Lund!

